Intimidator Trio
The Intimidator Trio is an innovative, LED-powered moving
head with beam, wash and effect features. It allows you to
seamlessly change from a narrow beam to a wide wash with
the motorized zoom. Its continuously rotating honeycomb
delivers the excitement of an effect light and you can
generate complex looks easily with built-in, eye-catching auto
programs with zone control. The Intimidator Trio features
built-in Totem mode that allows the beams to remain
focused on the dance floor and coordinated master/slave
programs for up to 4 fixtures gives an advanced look with no
programming. You can set, save, and recall 1 scene directly
from the full-color LCD display and convenient, wireless nonDMX control is at your fingertips using the optional IRC-6
remote. Save time running cables by power linking multiple
units. Fits best in the CHS-50 VIP Gear Bag
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Highlights
Innovative, LED-powered moving head with beam, wash and effect features
Seamlessly change from a narrow beam to a wide wash with the motorized zoom
Continuously rotating honeycomb delivers the excitement of an effect light
Generate complex looks easily with built-in, eye-catching auto programs with zone control
Built-in Totem mode allows the beams to remain focused on the dance floor
Coordinated master/slave programs for up to 4 fixtures gives an advanced look with no programming
Set, save, and recall 1 scene directly from the full-color LCD display
Convenient, wireless non-DMX control using the optional IRC-6 remote
Save time running cables by power linking multiple units
Fits best in the CHS-50 VIP Gear Bag
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Specifications
DMX Channels: 15 or 30
DMX Connectors: 3-pin XLR
Pan and Tilt: 540°/270°
Pan and Tilt Ranges: 180°, 360°, 540° pan/90°, 180°, 270° tilt
Light Source: 6 LEDs (quad-color RGBW) 21 W (6.3 A), 50,000 hours life expectancy
Strobe Rate: 0 to 20 Hz
PWM Frequency: 1,200 Hz
Illuminance: (7°): 16,000 lux @ 2m (53°) : 1,350 lux @ 2 m
Power Linking: 4 units @ 120 V; 8 units @ 230 V
Input Voltage: 100 to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz (auto-ranging)
Power and Current: 242 W, 2 A @ 120 V, 60 Hz 232 W, 1 A @ 230 V, 50 Hz
Zoom Angle: 7° to 53°
Weight: 20 lb (9.2 kg)
Size: 10.9 x 10.9 x 15.2 in (278 x 278 x 386 mm)
Approvals: CE
Series: Intimidator
Primary Use: DJ/Mobile, Bands/Stages, Events, Clubs, Party
Optional Controllers: IRC-6

What's Included
Power cord
Hanging bracket with mounting hardware
Warranty card
Quick Reference Guide
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